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Introduction: A 4-year collaborative project between the American Board of Orthodontics (ABO) and 15
American orthodontic graduate programs concluded at the ABO Clinical Examination in February 2006.
Methods: Fifty recent graduates (the pilot study group) presented cases that were treated in their graduate
programs as partial fulfillment of the requirements for ABO certification. The examinees were tested by
calibrated ABO examiners and required to satisfy traditional ABO standards. They presented appropriate
case reports that contained the ABO’s 3 measurement instruments. Thirty-nine practicing orthodontists
(the control group) presented cases according to the traditional ABO Clinical Examination process.
Results: Ninety percent of the pilot study group and 85% of the control group successfully accomplished
ABO certification. There was a difference of 2.38 points between the 2 groups for the mean total scores of
the cases that passed. The pilot study group presented cases that met the historic averages for case
complexity (discrepancy index). Conclusions: Residents in orthodontic programs are able to treat cases to
ABO standards of quality. (Am J Orthod Dentofacial Orthop 2006;130:656-61)

A

s early as the autumn of 2001, the American
Board of Orthodontics (ABO) discussed the
possibility of certifying orthodontists after their
orthodontic graduate training education. Other health
professions,1,2 including dental specialties,3-5 have instituted early certification pathways after residency
completion. Integral and essential to the early certification concept would be the requirement of periodic
recertification throughout the practitioner’s career.
The ABO directors decided to study whether orthodontic residents could treat to ABO standards. A
protocol was devised, and orthodontic programs were
contacted to enlist their collaboration on the project.
The ABO included a cross-section of orthodontic programs from the separate American Association of
Orthodontists constituencies comprising diverse program lengths and class sizes in both public and private
institutions. By the summer of 2002, 20 programs had
tentatively agreed to participate. Ultimately, 15 programs signed protocol agreements, and their former
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residents presented cases at the ABO Clinical Examination in February 2006.
This article will review the ABO Resident Clinical
Outcomes Study (the pilot study), which demonstrated
that orthodontic residents can present cases that meet
the same certification standards required of conventional ABO examinees.
METHODS

The participating orthodontic program directors
and the incoming residents for 2002 were asked to
select 12 cases for prospective treatment and inclusion
as the pilot study (PS) cases. The contractual protocol
included the following stipulation: “Cases should be
representative of a cross section of clinical problems
and of adequate difficulty to represent the resident’s
ability to diagnose and treat orthodontic patients needed
to fulfill the Commission on Dental Accreditation
(CODA) Standards #4-3.1, #4-3.2, and #4-3.3.”6 The
cases must have been treated by only 1 resident under
the direct supervision of clinical faculty.
Copies of pretreatment intraoral and cephalometric
radiographs were sent to the ABO for each of the 12
cases selected by the residents. These would eventually
be used to verify that each PS case was an original
prospectively selected case. The protocol requested
submission of up to 6 finished cases satisfying the ABO
case display requirements. Prospective treatment for
the resident’s cases was a strict requirement to parallel
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the ABO’s previously established Option II certification pathway.
In October 2004, the ABO directors significantly
altered the certification process as announced in the
March 2005 issue of American Journal of Orthodontics
and Dentofacial Orthopedics.7 An integral part of the
new process was the Initial Certification Examination
intended for graduates of approved programs of the
American Dental Association, Council on Dental Accreditation (CODA) who had successfully completed
the ABO’s written examination. The PS investigation
was refocused. Not only would it examine whether
residents could treat cases to ABO standards during
their specialty programs, but also it would evaluate
realistic case criteria for future resident case presentations.
The PS residents were allowed to present cases for
the ABO Clinical Examination (formerly the Phase III
examination). This stipulation was that these cases
must include at least 1 PS case but preferably up to 6 PS
cases. Additionally, the residents would be allowed to
present up to 6 supplemental cases with a minimum
discrepancy index (DI) of 7. The supplemental case
differed from the PS case in that the supplemental case
was not prospective. A total of 6 cases, including the
supplemental cases, would be required to meet ABO
standards to earn a 10-year time-limited certificate. A
15-year time-limited certificate would be issued if a
candidate completed all 6 PS cases (without supplemental cases) in an attempt to encourage residents to
present the full requirement of 6 prospective PS cases.
This expansion of the project allowed the ABO to
evaluate a number of factors beyond the original PS
objectives. The PS participants (PS group) prepared all
cases to satisfy ABO case display requirements, which
included use of the same measurement instruments as
in the traditional certification examination including the
DI,8 the cast evaluation form,9 and the case management form10 for each case. These instruments provided
additional numerical data for the study. Also, a summary sheet for each PS participant was completed by
the ABO examiner, which documented each case by
treatment length, categorized the treatment plan by
extraction or nonextraction therapy, and provided a
record of whether the case satisfied ABO standards.
Finally, a brief postexamination survey of the ABO
examiners was conducted by requesting them to complete a numerical rating scale to compare the quality of
the oral responses of the resident examinees with those
of traditional candidates.
The ABO examiners (ABO directors and invited
consultants) were all calibrated before the Clinical
Examination in February 2006. The PS group and the

control group (2006 regular ABO examinees) were
both tested by the same 20 calibrated examiners. The
customary ABO examination protocol was followed for
each group to negate differences in examiners who
were calibrated at different times. The examinees were
randomly assigned to the examiners. The examiners
were unaware of the examinees’ identities until immediately before the oral examinations. Examiners could
not examine a candidate with whom they had a previous affiliation.
The control group prepared their case displays and
were asked to complete all 3 measurement instruments
for their cases. As with the PS participants, these
self-scored measurements were verified by the ABO
examiner and corrected by the examiners as needed.
The sample populations for both groups were thus
randomly obtained by self-selection via their agreement
to participate in the ABO Clinical Examination.
The statistical analyses performed by using the
studies’ data consisted of descriptive statistics (means,
medians, standard deviations, and ranges) for the PS
cases, the supplemental cases from the PS group, and
the control group cases. The chi-square test,11 the
Fisher exact test,11 the linear mixed model,12 and the
t test13 were all used as appropriate to compare the PS
and the control groups.
RESULTS

The 50 PS participants presented a total of 422
cases, of which 243 (58%) were from the prospectively
selected PS cases and 179 (42%) were supplemental
cases. The average number of total cases presented
by the PS group was 8.44 per examinee. The control
group’s 39 examinees presented 326 cases, or an
average of 8.40 cases per examinee.
Table I summarizes the statistics of both groups.
The PS cases and the supplemental cases had similar
descriptive statistics. Comparison of the PS (293) with
the supplemental cases (179) shows that the average
pass rates were 84% for the PS cases and 81.6% for
the supplemental cases, but these differences are not
statistically significant (Table II). Therefore, the supplemental cases were not included in these data in
comparisons with the control group because the supplemental cases did not significantly influence the data.
Also, the supplemental cases were not included in the
PS’s original protocol.
Further comparison of the complete and incomplete
PS cases shows that the mean total scores (cast evaluation score plus case management form score) were
21.70 for the complete cases and 37.67 for the incomplete cases. This 16-point difference was statistically
significant at P ⬍.001 (Table III). There were only 39
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Statistical summaries of raw data

Pilot cases
(n ⫽ 243)
Mean
SD
Range
Median
Supplemental cases
(n ⫽ 179)
Mean
SD
Range
Median
Control group
(n ⫽ 326)
Mean
SD
Range
Median

Total

Ratio

DI

CE

CMF

24.26
8.08
7-63
23

0.77
0.51
0-3.86
0.65

16.96
9.28
0-46
15

21.98
6.5
7-53
20

3.18
2.74
0-14
3

23.6
7.62
8-46
23

0.83
0.52
.15-2.61
0.69

17.89
10.33
4-68
15

20.75
6.65
5-41
20

2.85
2.61
0-16
2

20.21
6.62
3-41
20.5

1.26
1.11
.27-10.67
1

21.84
11.01
6-76
20

17.44
5.61
0-36
17

2.77
2.21
0-11
2.5

Total, CE and CMF; Ratio, DI/total; DI, discrepancy index8; CE, cast
evaluation form9; CMF, case management form.10
Table II.

Comparison of pilot and supplemental cases

Total cases
Average cases per examinee
Range per examinee
Average pass rate*

Pilot

Supplemental

243
4.86
2-6
84%

179
3.58
1-6
81.60%

*Number of passed cases divided by each participant’s total cases
presented for pilot and supplemental, respectively. Each participant
received pass rate for both pilot and supplemental cases. Pass/fail rate
was not significantly different between pilot and supplemental cases.
Chi-square ⫽ 0.415; df ⫽ 1; P ⫽ .520.
Table III.
Total score
Mean
SD
Range
Median

Pilot cases passed or incomplete
Passed (n ⫽ 204)

Incomplete (n ⫽ 39)

21.7
6.06
7-32
22

37.67
7.69
24-63
38

incomplete cases, but, when these were included in the
summary of PS case mean values, the mean was
elevated from 21.70 for complete cases to 24.26 for all
cases.
The comparison of the PS group with the control
group demonstrated that the percentage of pass (complete) cases and incomplete cases was not significantly
different. Forty-five (90%) of the PS participants successfully completed the examination, and 5 (10%) were
incomplete, in contrast to 33 (85%) successful 2006

traditional examinees and 6 (15%) incomplete. The
Fisher exact test of P ⫽ 0.525 showed no significant
difference between the groups.
Review of the summary of the base data of the 3
measurement instruments and the total score and ratio
showed that the scores of the PS cases were significantly below those of the control group (Table IV). The
mean total score for the PS cases was 24.26, whereas
the control group’s mean was 20.21. These numbers
have a P value of ⬍.001 that indicated a significant
difference between the groups, with a difference of 4
points. However, both mean scores are passing for the
Clinical Examination, and both the PS and the control
groups met ABO standards. Only the case management
scores were not statistically different, but, because of
the low, single-digit number for those scores, it would
be difficult to differentiate between them.
It is interesting to compare successfully completed
PS cases with successfully completed control cases
(Table V). The mean total scores were 21.70 for the PS
cases and 19.32 for the control cases. Both total scores
were reduced by elimination of the incomplete cases
from the calculations. The mean total score for passing
PS cases was reduced by 2.90 points from the mean
total score from all cases (24.26), whereas the mean
total score for the control cases (20.21) was reduced by
only 0.89 points. The average difference in total scores
between the 2 groups was 2.38 points compared with an
average difference of 4 points for all cases considered,
although the difference was still statistically significant
(P ⫽ .005). This value indicates that the scores for the
incomplete cases of the PS group influenced the overall
mean to a greater degree than those of the control
group. When comparing the passed cases, the 2 groups
were closer on the average total scores. This is meaningful because all passed cases meet ABO standards.
The length of active treatment for all PS cases was
24.67 months (SD, 4.80). For all cases presented, both
PS and supplemental cases, 244 (59%) were nonextraction, and 173 (41%) were extraction.
The survey responses of the 20 examiners who
participated in the 2006 Clinical Examination were
interesting. The survey was intended to solicit each
examiner’s subjective evaluation of the PS participants’
oral examinations compared with the examiner’s previous experience with traditional ABO examinees.
Fifty-nine percent of the examinees were judged by the
ABO examiners to have understood and discussed their
cases with equal skill levels to those of traditional ABO
examinees. Sixty-four percent of the examinees were
judged by the ABO examiners to have understood the
ABO’s diagnosis and treatment planning cases with skill
levels equal to those of traditional ABO examinees.
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Table IV.

Pilot vs control group cases

Total scores
Mean/SD
Range
Ratio
DI
Mean/SD
Range
Cast evaluation
Mean/SD
Range
Case management form
Mean/SD
Range

Pilot cases (n ⫽ 243)

Control cases (n ⫽ 326)

P value*

24.26/8.08
7-63
0.77/0.52

20.21/6.62
3-41
1.26/1.12

P ⬍.001

16.96/9.28
0-46

21.84/11.01
6-76

P ⬍.001

21.08/6.5
7-53

17.44/5.61
0-36

P ⬍.001

2.77/2.21
0-11

P ⫽ .21

3.18/2.74
0-14

P ⬍.001

*The Pilot Study cases and the Control cases were compared using multilevel mixed models. The test statistics and the degrees of freedom are
available if the reader is interested.
Table V.

Passed cases only: pilot vs control group

Total scores
Mean/SD
Range
Ratio
DI
Mean/SD
Range
Cast evaluation
Mean/SD
Range
Case management form
Mean/SD
Range

Pilot cases (n ⫽ 204)

Control cases (n ⫽ 274)

P value*

21.70/5.06
7-32
0.83/0.53

19.32/6.12
3-31
1.29/1.18

P ⫽ .005

17.02/9.27
0-46

20.99/10.2
6-73

P ⬍.001

19.16/4.23
7-27

16.75/5.27
0-7

P ⫽ .001

2.54/2.05
0-7

2.57/1.99
0-7

P ⫽ .997

P ⫽ .001

*The Pilot Study cases and the Control cases were compared using multilevel mixed models. The test statistics and the degrees of freedom are
available if the reader is interested.

DISCUSSION

The traditional ABO examination process is an
outcomes assessment of an orthodontist’s knowledge
and clinical abilities after his or her orthodontic training
and years of clinical experience. A number of previous
studies used various indexes to evaluate the quality of
orthodontic therapy.14-18 Several articles specifically explored the results of treatment performed in an academic environment.19-21
This study was unique. It was a randomized collection of orthodontists’ best cases from across the United
States judged by examiners who were calibrated for
specific measurement instruments (indexes) with respect to historic ABO quality standards. The quality of
treatment was correlated with the venue in which the
cases were treated. The cases of the PS group were
compared with those treated in orthodontists’ private

offices (control group). The results are meaningful as
an outcomes measure not only for the orthodontic
educational system but also for practicing orthodontists
in the United States. Both groups performed admirably.
Eighty-five percent of the practicing orthodontists
were successful in their certification endeavors. Ninety
percent of recent orthodontic-program graduates were
also successful. Eighty-four percent of the PS group
cases and 88% of the control group cases passed the
examinations. These statistics should be a source of
pride for the entire specialty.
In February 2005, the ABO published a study that
compared the DI of the prospectively selected PS cases
with the mean DI of the 2003 and 2004 traditional ABO
examinees’ cases.22 The PS prospectively treated cases
(n ⫽ 857) had a mean DI of 17.20, and the traditional
ABO examinees’ cases (n ⫽ 625) had a DI of 16.10. In
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contrast, our study’s control group cases (n ⫽ 326) had
a mean DI of 21.84 compared with the PS cases (n ⫽
243) DI of 16.96 (Table IV). The 2 DI scores from this
study were significantly different at P ⬍.001. It should
be obvious by comparing the DI mean from the 2
studies that the 2006 traditional examinees (control
group) had a higher mean DI than their predecessors.
The PS participants brought cases to the 2006 Clinical
Examination that had a mean DI (16.96) almost identical to the mean DI (17.20) of the entire prospectively
selected case population in the February 2005 report.
The conclusion can therefore be made that the PS group
cases had reasonable case complexity compared with
both the control group and previous ABO examination
cases.
The therapeutic outcome for each case can be
measured by the total score (cast evaluation score plus
the case management form score). Comparison of the
mean total score of the PS cases (24.26) to the mean
total score of the control group cases (20.21) showed a
significant difference at P ⬍.001 (Table IV). Both total
score means would satisfy ABO standards. The control
group, representing experienced orthodontists, was only
4 points better on average than the recently graduated
PS group. This difference was certainly expected and
even welcomed. One would hope that greater clinical
experience would improve treatment quality. Yet the
4-point difference decreased to a 2.38-point difference
when only the successfully completed cases from each
group were compared (means, 21.70 for completed
cases from the PS group and 19.32 from the control
group; Table V).
Even though there was a statistically significant
difference between the control group and the PS group,
the differences were small. When the cast evaluation
scores for the 2003 and 2004 ABO Clinical Examination (688 cases with a mean score of 15.47) were
compared with the 2006 Control group (326 cases with
a mean score of 17.44), there was only a 1.97-point
difference. Statistically, this 2-point difference in the
mean scores is still significantly different at P ⫽ .009.
This would mean a significant difference between the
mean CE scores for the traditional ABO examinees
between various years of the examinations. Thus, when
evaluating the statistics, the reader must understand the
relationship between sample size and statistical power.
The larger the sample size, other things being equal, the
higher the power of the test, and the higher the probability
of detecting significance.23
The difference in mean total scores for the passed
cases between the PS group (large sample size of
204 cases) and the Control group (large sample size of
274 cases) can be considered small at 2.38 points. Be-
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cause these cases all satisfy ABO standards, the summary statistics are interpreted to mean that orthodontic
residents are capable of treating to ABO expectations.
An additional favorable observation of the PS group
is the subjective opinions of the ABO examiners
regarding the PS participants’ performance on their oral
examinations compared with traditional ABO examinees. Fifty-nine percent of the PS participants were
perceived to perform as well in discussion of their
presented cases as past examinees. Sixty-four of the PS
participants were thought to perform as well as past
examinees when discussing their examination cases.
Most ABO examiners were pleasantly surprised by the
overall knowledge and abilities of the young orthodontists as shown in examination discussion.
No comparisons were made between the 2 groups
as to numbers of extraction cases or treatment durations. There was no prerequisite for the number of
extraction cases required for display. The data for the
PS group demonstrated that 41% of their cases involved
extraction of teeth. The mean treatment time for the 244
PS cases was 24.67 months (SD, 4.8 months; range,
7-40 months); this compares favorably with previous
studies on duration of orthodontic treatment.24,25
CONCLUSIONS

The ABO collaborated with 15 orthodontic programs and established the Resident Clinical Outcomes
Study to determine whether orthodontic residents can
treat to ABO standards. This 4-year project concluded
in February 2006 and provided an affirmative answer
to that question. The results indicate that orthodontic
residents can treat to ABO standards within the time
frame of graduate orthodontic programs. The residents
can present reasonably complex cases for examination,
effectively treat these cases in acceptable treatment
times, and discuss those cases with sufficient knowledge of the diagnoses and therapies performed.
This information will be used by the ABO to establish
fair and appropriate criteria for the Initial Certification
Examination. The ABO believes that the successful
results of this extensive project provide positive affirmation of the high quality of education provided by our
orthodontic educational system.
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